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From the Canadian maple leaf to the crescent and star of Tunisia, these brightly colored stickers

re-create the striking symbols of an international array of flags. Children and adults will admire the

accurate depictions of the colors, patterns, emblems, and crests of banners from across the globe.

Each flag, from Algeria to Zimbabwe, is identified and keyed to a map of the world.
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I use the flag stickers in my baggage, I mean, I put the flag of the country I've visited.Pros: A great

print quality.Cons: The flags are not all the same size.

My 6-year-old and I spent the summer learning about different countries, reading both fiction and

non-fiction about them. I made him a "passport" and bought these stickers so he could add a flag

each time we finished reading about a country. He loves looking through the sticker book over and

over, and when we passed a downtown hotel with a dozen flags flying out front he was able to name

every country! The stickers are good quality and colorful. I'm very pleased with this purchase.

Great for any young kid who likes flags. Being that these are stickers makes it more versatile as

oppose to being just a book, but I thought the images should be more crisp. Some of the flags look



digitally made and others look hand drawn, so I thought that was a bit strange. The graphics are just

okay, but the 7 year old I purchased it for really liked it. Pages are just flags with the name of the

country beneath it, along with a number. When you take the sticker off, the name stays on the book

so you'll have to remember the country that goes with the sticker. There's a black outlined map on

the back that has numbers which helps you see where the country is by finding the number that

goes with the sticker. If you are buying for someone who loves flags, then they will enjoy this,

otherwise might want to think about just getting a book instead.

I loved these flags and this brought do many! It was great to decorate a cupcake stand for an

olympic theme bday party with several left over! I even used to decorate goodie bags!Algeria,

Angola, Argentina, Austraila, Austria, Bahamas,Banglasdesh, Barbados, Belguim, Bolivia, Brazil,

Bulgaria, Burma (Myanmar), Cambodia, Canada, Chile, China, Columbia, Costa Rica, Croatia,

Cuba, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Estonia,

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran,

Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, North Korea, South Korea, Kuwait, Laos,

Latvia, Lebanon, Libya, Lithuania, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand,

Nicaragua, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, PuertoRico,

Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Slovenia, South Africia, Spain, Swenden, Switzerland, Syria,

Taiwan, Tanzania, Thailand, Trinidad & Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab

Emirates, UK, USA, Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam, Yeman, Zambia, Zimbabwe

When you purchase a book of stickers called â€œFlags of the Worldâ€• you should get the flag from

every country, not a partial collection. I was planning on documenting my travels with the flag of

each country I visit with my favorite messenger bag by sticking the appropriate one inside of the

bag, but I guess I have to settle for some of them. Really peeved about that. I guess I should have

read some reviews and not just buy the first thing I thought was what I was looking for.

I purchased these stickers to go on my luggage. They are decent stickers however the description is

misleading in that it seams to indicate that it has flags from all the countries, which is not the case.

I've done extensive travel in Africa and needed many flag stickers that they did not have in the book.

While I am glad I have the stickers I do, I wish the description had said which flags were included, or

at least that not all the world's flags where included.



This book has tons of flag stickers but does not have the pictures or pages where you would stick

them. It is just stickers, which is fine, but I thought it had the pages to stick them! The stickers are

still very nice and you cannot go wrong for the cost!

All I really needed were stickers of 4 flags: Canada, US, Iceland, and Japan. I was really surprised

and disappointed to see that Iceland wasn't there. Then looking at the flags themselves, the quality

of the images is very poor, as if drawn by hand quickly with a colored pencil. In this day and age, it's

not difficult to get an accurate graphic of the world's flags. Cambodia and Saudi Arabia in particular

are some poor quality examples. Maybe ok for a quick look, but not actually accurate examples of

the countries' flags.
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